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Life at 9k… by Skip Testut

Okay, maybe I wasn’t quite right 
in my last column. Never a 
fan of mottos, secret greetings 

or the like, I might have been a little 
quick to question PCA’s old mantra, 
“It’s the people, not the cars.” Mind 
you, I still think that it’s all about the 
cars, but I have to admit the people 
who’ve been attracted to the cars, 
CNY-PCAers in this case, are a pretty 
special group of individuals. We may 
all be under the Zuffinghausen banner, 
some more, some less, but most of us 
are fairly catholic in our automotive 
tastes, although I’ll admit to being the 
most unusual of the group. So why do 
I or others like me remain with a group 
of folks whose organization demands 
if not total obedience to the marque, at 
least the requirement of ownership. It’s 
a complex question requiring an equally 
complex answer. It is most typified 
by an e-mail exchange I had years 
ago with someone pondering the next 
brand of car he might purchase. Being 
one who shops for cars as some folks 
dowse for water, shopping for cars has 
never been a rationale process. From 
Studebaker to Hudson to Edsel to Land 
Rover to Pontiac GTO to Alfa Romeo 
to name but a few, a car’s purchase 
has always been as it should be, an 
emotional addiction. Professor Thak 
take note that my AM quotient before 
10 years ago was so high that it kept 
me away from bicycles, the Green Star 
Co-op, Al Gore, whole grain foods, Ed 
Begley, Jr., and the color beige. Only 
in my earliest years, when parental 
dictates held sway or for a brief time in 
the early ‘90s when as a parent myself,  
I actually thought that Chrysler mini-
vans if not Dodge Intrepids were 
decent rides did I attempt to apply logic 

to the purchase of a car (proof positive 
of the lasting effects of having lived 
through the ‘60s). Oh, I admit that I 
buy and religiously read Consumer 
Reports, but not to determine my next 
brand of car as much as to determine 
what parts I might expect to drop off 
from my purchase. Anyway and back 
to my friend whoever he or she may be 
(I’ve long since forgotten), he wanted 
to know rational reasons for buying 
a car. For all my focus on “the car,” I 
distinctly remember mentioning that 
one great reason for buying a Porsche 
was the excellent support group known 
as the Central New York chapter of the 
Porsche Club of America. Notice that 
I didn’t mention the excellent dealer 
network, the service after the sale, or 
the legendary dependability (which 
applies to LeMans or the 24 Hours 
of Daytona, but apparently not to the 
streets of Tompkins County). This 
feeling of solidarity with the CNY-PCA 
may not be strong enough currently 
to end my self-imposed “between 
Porsches” exile, but it has led me to 
encourage several non-Porsche owning 
folks to consider their first purchase of 
a Porsche. Certainly, in the editions of 
the “Redline” and at our meetings this 
feeling of, dare I say it, “Community,” 
stands out above all others. Many of 
us are old enough to remember when 
sports cars were rare enough that a 
jaunty wave was expected when we 
met. We sports car owners were a full-
fledged community. Sports cars today 
are common enough that much of that 
camaraderie has been lost or at least 
confined to a given brand or model. We 
of the CNY-PCA, however, still wave 
at all things Porsche, except perhaps 
Cayennes (Sorry, Carol: I’d wave at 
you no matter what you drove, but I’d 
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Letters to the Editor

Continued on page �

Take this fake woodgrain and…

A respectable time has passed so may I 
bring to the fore that I do not have the 
market cornered for failing to get out 
of the pits.  Unlike the highly educated 
professors, Mr. Chaloemtiarana and 
Mr. Testut, who swarmed over me 
like killer bees just moments after my 
mishap, I have waited a respectable 
time to bring up that this year’s Bent 
Valve Award is leaning towards Thak.  
Why Skip and Thak felt the need to 
laugh at me at a dark moment in my 
life reflects on their mothers.  I’m sure 
Thak’s good Catholic upbringing did 
not reward people who acted as did 
he and Skip in my hour of sadness in 
my weakened state.  Is this the way 
people act on the west side of the lake 
in Ithaca?  So, from now on if you enter 
the pits and do not make it out you will 
be known as “Doing a Chaloemtiarana 
or Doing a Thak.”

Skip, if I hurt your feelings (I know 
what it feels like), go ahead and correct 
my spelling and my other faults so that 
you can kick me once again.   Must be 
a Honda owner’s trait.

Mike Darminio
From the Internet

If this is what it takes to get 
you to write for the “Redline,” 

have to know it was you before I did). 
I’d also like to point out that many of 
you miles and miles from your home 
have waved to me in my Honda and I 
was never sure you knew that I was the 
one at whom you were waving. I’ve 
belonged to many a car club over the 
years, from generic antique and special 
purpose car to other marque clubs. 
I’ve held offices in most of them, but 
my memberships faded away with the 
sale of the car that brought me or even 
before, but this group has continued 
holding my interest far longer than any 
other. The reason has to be the people. 
The rest of you have your own reasons 
for owning a Porsche, but I wonder how 
many of you are influenced by wanting 
to remain among the good people 
who make up this group. That sort of 
camaraderie is rare anywhere but in the 
CNY-PCA, so maybe Joyce is partially 
correct when she signs off with “It’s the 
people, not the cars.”It just may be the 
cars, but I happen to think that the CNY-
PCA people are pretty special, even if 
not one of you has stepped forward to 
offer a Porsche in trade for the ’74 Ted 
Williams 5 horsepower outboard I’ve 
offered. Happy 50th Birthday, folks! 

Well, he did own a Rambler...

With respect to Thak’s article…. If 
you add a factor for Governmental 
Effects (GE) to Thak’s formula, plug 
in Hillary as president and solve for 
all possible modes of transportation, 
FFF goes to zero and there are a 
very limited number of choices. The 
most likely is (TRA, EGR, JNK): 
Trabant, East Germany, junk. Since 

this option is no longer available, 
we probably are stuck with (BIC, 
CH, YP): bicycle, China, you pedal.

Dick Jeffers
From the Internet
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I’ll do it. I have no pride!
P.S. You have to admit that 
crashing your car BEFORE 
entering the track is a pretty 
funny thing, especially if 
it isn’t your car.         Ed.

“Mike’s Revenge...” from page �

9magazine is now available 
online...FREE
It’s been over five years since the first 
issue of 9magazine hit newsstands 
delivering news about the newest 
Porsches, reviews of products, how-
to-articles, and more.  Over those five 
years 9magazine has made changes to 
its editorial content, design, and now 
delivery.

Says Brian Minson, editor of 9magazine,  
“All of us here at 9magazine donate 
our time to help produce a publication 
for not only the new 911/997 owner, 
but the classic 912, 914, 944 and all 
other Porsche models in between.”  
The focus of 9magazine wasn’t about 
making money but about providing 
information to Porsche owners about 
their cars.  “By moving to a free 
online PDF publication we can reach 
the hundreds of thousands of Porsche 
owners all over the world, bring 
together the Porsche community.”

Owners can log on to www.9magazine.
com and sign up for their free online 
subscription.   It also includes the 
weekly e-zine that offers last minute 
racing news, product reviews, and free 
product give-a-ways.  The magazine is 
published six times a year, and a link to 
each issue is e-mail to subscribers for 
easy reading.

A look at the newest issue features stories 
on the new 2008 911 Turbo Cabriolet, 
the Hunt for the Risky Business movie 
928 cars, Patrick Long’s Le Mans win, 
a look at the wrecked Carrera GT used 
in the movie “REDLINE,” behind the 
wheel of Tech Art’s new Cayman S, 
reviews of recent Porsche shows and 
events, book reviews, and even a kids’ 
page with a coloring contest!  Also, ads 
from various Porsche related businesses 
can be found.

To subscribe visit www.9magazine.
com. Send your club’s events to us at 
info@9magazine.com

Brian Minson, Editor
9magazine.com
editor@9magazine.com

Lady At The Wheel
By Joyce Gladle

Good Day Porsche Pushers!!!

Where-o-where to begin?!?  What a 
glorious summer is under way.  Almost 
everyone I talk to says “I can’t believe it 
is already August.”  I completely agree, 
but all the more reason to be sure we fit 
in every possible fun event.  There will 
be plenty of time to relax this winter.

CNY has been delighted to host many 
“new” members to our events recently.  
Not always new to PCA, but new (or 
relatively new) to our events!!  That 
is, of course, great news.  It means 
that we are enticing different people 
for a variety of reasons.  Perhaps we 
struck their fancy with a particular type 
of event, perhaps an article in Redline 
caught their imagination, or maybe 
they just want to come out and see 
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why we have so much fun enjoying our 
Porsches together!!

Whatever the reason, we are very 
happy to see you all at our events.  A 
perfect example of this was our recent 
Autocross and Novice Driving School.  
It was a very successful event, which 
attracted new and old members alike!!  
Mother Nature cooperated and even 
provided us with a little challenge.  She 
planned a perfectly timed rain shower 
during our lunch break.  Perfectly 
timed, you ask?  Yep, because when 
we started our timed runs, the track 
was still a little wet and we learned a 
bit about car control in adverse weather 
conditions.  That, after all, is a key 
ingredient of our speed events.

So now we are on to a social event or 
two, our summer picnic and car show, 
our gathering at the Vintage Races in 
Watkins Glen, our 50th Anniversary 
Celebration, our Zone 1 Autocross at 
Seneca Army Depot (near Sampson 
State Park) and our Fall Rally.  Plan 
to join us for one or all of these events 
before Mother Nature dons her winter 
coat.  Complete information on all of 
these events can be found in this issue 
of Redline.  Also, please check our web 
site at www.cnypca.org for up-to-date 
information.

If you have not registered for our 50th 
Anniversary Gala at The Edgewood 
in Alexandria Bay at the end of 
September, please do so immediately.  
Contact Registrar Mike Darminio 
and set your plans.  We have many 
wonderful surprises for our registrants 
and some great sponsorship in place.  
This will definitely be an unforgettable 
experience!!  Do arrange to be part of 
it. 

It appears from feedback from our 
many and varied members, that our e-
mail communications are helpful and 
appreciated.  If you are not currently 
receiving e-mails notifying you of 
upcoming events, please send your e-
mail address to me at gladleja@aol.
com.   Your e-mail address will be kept 
confidential and we promise not to 
inundate you with volume.  Our goal 
is to send a “Save the Date” and final 
announcement for each event, just to 
keep you abreast of the activities of 
YOUR club.  

Your officers always appreciate your 
comments and suggestions for the 
betterment of Central New York 
Region, Porsche Club of America.

Remember:  It’s not just the cars, it’s 
the people!!!

CNYPCA WELCOME 
WAGON by Ed Hurd

Membership statistics (as of 
8/16/07): CNY Primary 

members: 242, Affiliates: 193, Total: 
435

Please join me in welcoming our 
newest members and transfers:

June 2007
Michael Ballog
Binghamton, NY
2001 Boxter, Seal Gray

Mark & Joy Barrett
Homer, NY
1989 911T Fly Yellow

Continued on page �
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July  2007
John & Sarah Becking
Black River,  NY
1999 996 Ocean Blue Met
Transfer from Kansas City

Cliff & Jennifer Liles
Candor, NY 
1985.5 944 Guards Red               
Transfer from Potomac

June / July ‘07 Member Anniversaries
Wayne Kunkel                       31 years

Anna Wisniewska                  23 years

David Davin                          21 years
Robert Graham

Gerry Goldberg                     20 years    

Richard & Jill Ertinger         10 years

Mark House                           5 years
Catherine Alberson
Mark Brennan
Ken Souser

Fellow Members,

In order to keep all informed of events, 
activities and meetings we have been 
relying on the Redline and Joyce’s 
(accumulated over the years) member 
email list. Both methods only work as 
well as the data that we have available. 

So please take a minute and sign into 
the PCA website at www.pca.org , use 
your personal sign-in (every member 
has one), if you don’t know it please 
register. After signing in you can modify 
your personal information, telephone, 
email, and address.  If up to date, you 
will be informed of upcoming events in 
email announcements and reminders as 
the event date get close. 

If anyone has a problem registering or 
gaining access to your information on 
the PCA website, feel free to send it 
to me, edhurd@hughes.net for input. 
I can also help get you your sign-in if 
necessary.

Thank you,
Ed Hurd

Meet the CNY Members
Editors’s Note: We continue 
our regular feature on members 
of the CNY-PCA, our way for 
all of us to get to know one an-
other just a little better. Don’t 
wait to be contacted. Just send 
me a brief bio explaining why 
you’ve had it with   Ramblers and 
think it’s time we returned ot our 
original purpose: The takeover 
of French Car Clubs everywhere! 

Porsche Pusher: Larry Lee

I was destined to own a Porsche.  I was 
born at 3:56 PM on 9/14/51 but for the 
first twenty something years of life, 
I didn’t know squat about cars.  For 
some reason I was always interested in 
sports cars but never knew anyone who 
owned one so it was interest from a 
distance.  The interest was mostly of the 
British persuasion, probably because 
they were the most common.  My first 
car was a five-year-old 1965 Mustang 
convertible that I got to go to college.  
It was a fun pony car and as typical 
of college students, I didn’t have the 
knowledge, time or money necessary 
to maintain it to any standard.  So by 

“Welcome...” from page �
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Continued on page �

the time they stuck a diploma in my 
hand and booted me out the door, it was 
pretty much rolling junk.  College was 
followed by a first job and a brand new 
Ford Pinto complete with 36-month 
payment book.  Even in my automotive 
ignorance, I could tell that the Pinto had 
a great 2-liter engine & transmission 
but everything else was just awful.  The 
poor thing just did nothing to lift me 
out of the automotive doldrums.

Ramblers

Unlike many of us in the Central NY 
region, I never owned a Rambler, but 
my father owned a few so I had the 
opportunity to experience the unique 
qualities of these cars without getting 
my reputation soiled.  Unique qualities 
like getting stuck in a flat parking lot 
on a snowy day, changing the starter 
motor and shocks every 30,000 miles, 
rust, rust and more rust.  We had one 
Rambler in particular that just wouldn’t 
start on certain kinds of damp mornings.  
You got so you would recognize the 
conditions and knew before you got in 
the car that it was hopeless to even try.  
On these mornings, the routine was to 
take the distributor cap off, remove the 
rotor and put it in the oven on low heat 
for about 5 minutes.  Put it all back 
together and it would pop right off and 
run fine the rest of the day.  Dick, I 
never did get to experience the benefits 
of the reclining front seats.

Ithaca Townie

No, I’m not an Ithaca Townie but I did 
live on beautiful Cayuga Street for a 
few years while working at NCR (a.k.a., 
Nasty Cheap & Rotten).  A co-worker 
there had an honest to God MGB/GT.  

At last, here was a chance to get a ride 
in a real sports car, but before we could 
arrange things, he rolled it and that was 
that.  A few days later he showed up 
at work with this funny looking little 
silver Porsche 914/4.  What a strange 
looking spartan little car. Over the next 
few months I got to know the car pretty 
well and I developed an appreciation for 
its uniqueness after going out to lunch 
with him and getting into several little 
street races up and down the hillsides 
of Ithaca.  I was impressed at how fast 
it was and how much of a beating it 
could take.  This was in comparison to 
a Ford Pinto mind you.

1st 914

Eventually it was time to replace the 
Pinto and there would be no Mustang 
or Camaro pony cars for me.  It would 
either be a real hard core sports car or a 
VW Beetle.  One end of the spectrum or 
the other.  This was at a time when you 
could still buy new MGBs, Triumphs, 
Fiat 124s and X1/9s, so there was 
a choice in weapons.  It turned out 
that the local VW/Porsche dealer in 
Binghamton, Roger Kresge (there’s a 
name you haven’t heard for a while!) 
had 3 used 914s on his lot all for the 
same affordable price.  Remembering 
how fast and reliable the NCR friend’s 
914 was, well one of these boxy little 
cars seemed like it might be a good 
choice.  Because I was so ignorant of 
cars, I ended up buying the worst of 
the bunch, a two year old 1975 914/4 
that had been badly repainted a couple 
of times.  This car was my baptism by 
fire of automotive nirvana.  I learned a 
LOT about maintaining an automobile 
and also started learning about driving 
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after years of holding a New York State 
drivers license.

1st autocross

Not long after buying the 914, while 
leaving the local mall, I found a flyer 
under my windshield wiper advertising 
an upcoming SCCA autocross school 
at a go-kart track in Geeene, NY.  I 
didn’t know what an autocross was but 
it was being put on by the SCCA and 
anything that had something to do with 
the SCCA was a thing I had to do.  The 
school was an incredible eye opener.  
In just one Saturday of class and an 
autocross the next day, I learned a lot 
and was instantly hooked.  This was a 
blast!  Ripping around cones, sliding the 
car at 20 MPH, being in competition in 
a way that wasn’t going to hurt the car 
or break the bank.  After running SCCA 
autocross’s every other weekend for 
about a year, someone told me about 
PCA.  Hey this sounded interesting; 
running with other Porsches, why 
didn’t I think of that?  Showing up at 
the very same Greene, NY kart track 
at the appointed time for my 1st PCA 
autocross immediately brought up one 
of the differences between the two 
clubs. There was nobody there. After 
a while gorgeous looking Porsches 
started streaming in, fashionably late 
and the second difference became 
obvious.  Everyone knew everyone 
else and camaraderie was the name of 
the game.  Somehow I managed to get 
a ride with Jim Ball Sr. in his red 356 
Cabrio, that I still remember.  It made 
a big impression feeling a car slide that 
much lap after lap and have the driver 
be in perfect control, then watch him 
do it all over again with someone else 

“Larry Lee...” From page � in the passenger seat.  At the end of the 
event, Fred Bruce asked if I was going 
to the PCA Drivers Ed at Watkins Glen 
the next month.  A drivers what?  I 
didn’t know what a Drivers Ed was but 
it was at Watkins Glen and anything 
that involved driving at Watkins Glen 
was something that I had to do.  This 
first DE was another tremendous eye 
opener and it was goodbye autocross, 
hello Drivers Ed.  The only problem 
with DE was that there was no way I 
could keep those damn 944s behind me 
in a 914/4.  I had to do something about 
that.

914/6

One day out of the blue, I got a phone 
call from someone who got my name 
from a friend of a friend, etc., asking 
if I was interested in buying a 914/6.  
I wasn’t, but a year later, that very 
car was sitting in my garage awaiting 
restoration. We all own wonderful 
Porsches (except for certain editor-type 
Honda owners…) [and a certain 
Audi TT owner who shall remain 
nameless, Ed.] but when it comes 
time to buy a different one, you always 
want to buy a better one, faster, rarer 
or newer.  By this time, automotive 
stupidity had pretty well worn off and 
I recognized the significance of the 6-
cylinder motor behind the seats.  I had 
a good idea what I was getting into with 
restoration…  or so I thought.  Way 
too much money and too many years 
later, there was an almost completely 
restored 914/6 sitting in our garage.  
Almost completely restored.  And, it 
had almost enough power to keep those 
damn 944s in sight on the long straights 
at Watkins Glen, but then a friend at 
work mentioned that he was selling his 
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Continued on page 10

“Here they come again, 
Dad!” or Distinction with a 
Difference   By PPP Thak

I am sure that by now many of 
you have found out whether you 
are really an Automotive Maniac 

(AMniac) by using the formula that I 
provided in my last column.  But as a 
group, we AMnaics appear different 
and quaint to the casual observer.  
Most non-AMniacs are incapable of 
understanding our fascination with 
cars and why we spend hours and days 
sitting on bleachers or glued to our 
television sets just to witness cars go 
left around in a circle, or race around a 
close road circuit for hours on end.  

Interestingly, among my cache of 
famous automotive quotes is “Here 
they come again, Dad!”  This quote 
is relevant to us AMniacs because 
we want to believe that our AM gene 
should be passed on to our first-born 
males. If the generations of racing 
Andrettis, Pettys, Fittipaldis, Gurneys, 
and Villeneuves prove anything, it is 
that there must be an automotive gene 
in man’s genetic makeup. We men all 
over the world hope that our sons (and 
perhaps some daughters, too—this 
remark for Joe Holzer) will inherit 
our AM gene to ensure that gearheads 
would not become extinct like the poor 
dinosaurs.  But alas, some of us are 
bound to become disappointed when 
our off springs, especially our sons, 
show no interest in dad’s Porsche, MG-
TC, Lotus, or even Honda S2000.  This 
“lack,” to use an academic jargon, privy 
only to critical theorists, was brought 
home to me one Saturday several years 
ago during a race at Watkins Glen.  

944S to buy a Magnum 308 Ferrari and 
I just couldn’t say, “No.”  The 944S 
was a car that started easily, had room 
for 2 munchkins in the back seat, had 
air conditioning, power windows and 
you could actually listen to the radio 
while cruising down the highway.  And 
finally, it had enough power to keep 
those damn 944s behind me.  Wait a 
minute.  It was one of those damn 944s.  
I had crossed over to the dark side.
 
Son

And now a 944S2 has taken up 
residence in the garage.  It’s a better 
car than my 914/6 but I won’t long for 
it when its gone the way the 914/6 still 
pulls at me.  There is a tall, gangly 17-
year-old young man who is interested 
in Porsches and Ferraris living in the 
bedroom where a few years ago a 
nice young boy used to live.  He has 
his license and an interest in running 
drivers ed.  He knows more about 
cars at 17 than I did at his age.  He 
thinks he is fast & smart but I’ve still 
got him beat for a few years anyway.  
Old age and treachery will beat youth 
& exuberance every time.  And he 
won’t have to drive a Rambler.     RL
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“PPP Thak...” From page � one.”  To me, a bass is just that—a 
bass. They all look the same.  I could 
never really tell why one is nicer than 
another, perhaps that is why the angler 
in the show yells out “Wow, another 
nice one” every time he hooks another 
victim.

But I guess that I realize that to the car 
or fishing aficionado, every car or fish 
is distinctive even if they do not appear 
different. Distinctions define difference. 
This is why for those of us who like 
Porsches can see distinctions even if 
others do not see the differences.  We 
can tell the distinction between an early 
356, a 356 A, a 356 B, and a 356 C.  
And in between those distinctions we 
talk about split widows, bent windows, 
small rear windows, T5 or T6 bodies, 
Karmann bodies, notchbacks, normal 
engines, four cams, SCs, Carerras, 
and Carerra GTs.  Many of us can 
even tell whether a car came equipped 
with Solexes, Webers, or Zeniths.  We 
talk enthusiastically about Speedsters, 
Cabriolets, and Roadsters.  All of this 
is gibberish to those who do not have 
the AM gene.  “Here they come again, 
Dad!” is about par for those with the 
“lack.”

This brings me to the purpose of this 
article, and that is, to help celebrate the 
50th anniversary of CNY PCA.  Chuck 
Gladle’s hyperbole that “the 50th only 
comes around just once, so we must 
celebrate it lavishly,” misses the mark.  
Well, Chuck, the 49th, the 51st, or any 
other anniversary also comes around 
only once.  But fortunately, there is a 
distinction between the differences, 
which is why we celebrate the 50th and 
not the 33rd--we need special dates to 
mark important milestones, not because 

My neighbor Skip had decided that it 
was time to expose his son Grant to one 
of the requisite activities of manhood 
by inviting him to come watch a car 
race with us.  We wanted to educate him 
about the different marques, driving 
techniques, mechanical features, and 
the finer points of driving fast.  Grant, 
being the dutiful son and one of the 
most agreeable kids I know, agreed to 
spend a Saturday with his dad at the 
races, provided that he was allowed 
to bring a book to read.  Right away, 
that was a bad sign.  It demonstrated 
the “lack.”

At first, Grant showed some interest 
in our discussion of cars, but part way 
into the 90 minute Enduro, he opened 
his book and began to read, much to 
the chagrin of the senior Testut.  But 
to make his father feel that not all was 
lost, Grant would occasionally look 
up and blurt out “Here they come 
again, Dad!”  He did his best also to 
inject a modicum of excitement into 
that declaration.   But I could tell that 
Skip realized that he did not pass his 
AM gene to his son.  To this very day, 
Grant who is about to become a scholar 
of dead Semitic or Aramaic languages 
has yet to drive a car.  That duty has 
befallen to his wife.

“Here they come again, Dad!” 
illustrates an important point, that is, to 
the uninitiated all cars are the same and 
watching them go around and around 
makes little sense.  This is similar to 
my other favorite piscatorial quotation 
“Wow, another nice one!”  To a non-
fisherman, watching a fishing show on 
television seems pointless and boring.  
Every new fish hooked is “another nice 
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Continued on page 12

buses (3).  I even owned a VW variant 
for several years. But eventually, I did 
buy my first Porsche but it was not a 
911. 

As you already know from my previous 
columns, my first Porsche was a 1957 
356 A Normal purchased in 1972 for 
$475. You will note coincidentally, that 
the car was built the same year that 
CNY PCA was incorporated. My car 
was painted hot rod metallic flake dark 
blue.  The bumpers were long gone after 
the brackets rusted away.  There was a 
small crack on the windshield and the 
seats were in tatters. I later patched the 
seats myself with blue jeans material 
left from surgery on my jeans to make 
shorts. There was no heat because the 
heater boxes were like Swiss cheese, 
but the VW stinger muffler was nice 
and loud especially when I drove home 
late at night after the library closed.  
The 6-volt electrical system also meant 
that the battery had to be removed every 
night during the winter (yes, I drove it 
in the winter) and set beside the heater 
radiator in my apartment to keep it 
warm and juiced up for the morning 
crank.  The car came shod with the hot 
Pirelli tires, which also meant that I did 
not need snow tires.  The myth then 
was that radials were better than snow 
tires. 

Poverty also forces one to become 
fearless and foolish. I learned that 
rebuilding Zenith carburetors on 
newsprint laid down on the apartment 
floor is not ideal. In the end, the whole 
shooting match had to be sent to a 
competent mechanic (Karl Jaentsch 
VW Repair) who showed me how to 
clear the jets (compressed air works 

it comes around only once. Man is 
born, graduates high school, gets 
married, retires, and ultimately returns 
to the earth.  These are natural stages 
of human existence.  Organizations 
and institutions attempt to replicate 
this by establishing artificial markers: 
birth/founding, 10th anniversary, 20th 
anniversary, and so forth.  There is no 
logic about what the anniversaries mean 
except that they mark chronological 
progress.  One does not set the end date 
for an organization but assume that it 
will persist into infinity and that it will 
get better with age (unless it suffers a 
hostile take over).  But like a human 
being, CNY PCA is seen as a life form, 
and 50 years of existence somehow 
feels important.

So, in spite of my intellectual 
ruminations and misgivings about 
artificial markers, I will concede to the 
wisdom of our club elders and join in to 
celebrate our club’s 50th anniversary.  I 
will take this celebration as a chance to 
look back at the one car that led me down 
this path.  As you can tell from my last 
column, I happen to like cars, Porsches 
among them.  However, throughout the 
past twenty years, I have more or less 
been a one car (marque) person. And 
occasional infidelities notwithstanding, 
my heart is aflutter every time I think 
about the sight, the sounds, and the 
smell of my first real sports car.  

I was only a teenager when CNY 
PCA was founded and my automotive 
interest was focused mostly on my 
dad’s British sports cars.  But by the 
time I turned twenty, the new 911 was 
unveiled. I was immediately smitten.  I 
whetted my appetite for air-cooled cars 
by owning VW Beetles (2), and VW 
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sounds that the sweet 1600 engine 
made.  I can still hear the exhaust 
bubbling at the back.  I can hear the 
engine shrieking as I go through the 
gears as I blast my way around Beebe 
Lake during the still of the night.  I can 
smell the strong odor of oil, gasoline, 
and rusting metal inside the cockpit.  I 
can still remember the death grip the 
Pirelli’s had on the road—dry, wet, or 
frozen.  I still have nightmares about 
forgetting to take the battery out from 
the front trunk and missing my 8:00 AM 
Indonesian class.   And I still remember 
how just to make sure that people knew 
that the car was indeed a Porsche, I had 
made my own white vinyl side stripes 
spelling out P O R S C H E in large but 
very non-factory Porsche script.  

Memories of that old 356A and the 
joy it gave me are constant reminders 
why I still own Porsches today.  I was 
somewhat heartbroken when I sold the 
bathtub to another aficionado for the 
princely sum of $650.  My university 
sent me a recall notice indicating that 
eight years of graduate school should 
suffice.  I could not afford to ship the 
Porsche back to Thailand because of 
the 200 percent import tax.  In any 
case, arriving on campus in a sports car 
seems inappropriate for a junior faculty 
member.  Besides, Bangkok traffic 
requires air-conditioning and a car that 
does not need regular fiddling with the 
ignition points.

However, ten years later and another 
job back in Ithaca, I stumbled across 
the 356A in the middle of a cornfield in 
Dryden.  It was rusted but it still wore 
the cracked windshield like a badge of 
honor.  I did speak to the farmer who 
owned it and I even contemplated 

best, if you must know).  I also learned 
about ignition.  If the car won’t start, 
check the points. I always carried a 
sliver of fine sandpaper in my wallet. 
The 356 required this attention about 
every two weeks.  I also learned that 
there are rubber gaskets and then there 
are RUBBER GASKETS.  I found out 
quickly that a gasket made out of my 
son’s baby bottle nipple should not be 
used to seal the leak coming from the 
fuel filter under the dash.  Some types 
of rubber, such as baby bottle nipples, 
expand and disintegrate when exposed 
to gasoline!

NYS inspection was also a nightmare, 
that is, unless you know of a kindly 
inspector.  Karl Jaentsch was that man.  
Because he knew that a struggling 
grad student could not afford a new 
windshield, he let me slide under the 
rule.  As you know, I had already told 
you about washing your car in the 
winter.  Never, and I mean NEVER 
spray hot water on a cracked windshield 
in the winter.  You do get a clean car, but 
also a larger crack on the windshield.  
Jacking the car up to work underneath 
was also verboten.  Because the outer 
rockers were held together with tin 
panels cut out from Folgers coffee 
cans and attached by rivets (my idea of 
body work), one is not allowed to jack 
the car up by the usual jack points.  If 
anyone did that, the jack would go up 
through the floorboard leaving the car 
still firmly planted on the ground.  The 
only safe way was to jack the car up at 
the suspension points, and even that is 
a gamble each and every time. 

Nevertheless, even today, I still can 
hear the sweet music of the mechanical 

“PPP Thak...” From page 11
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50 YEARS AGO 
by Bill Noroski

Fifty years ago, HEIDI was born.  
Yes, my 1958 356A PORSCHE 
is 50 years old. I have loved this 

car from the first time I saw it. Little 
did I know that it would end up in my 
garage, FIFTY years later.

How did this happen?  Well, back 
in 1958, a Mr. John  (JACK) Seech, 
of Duquesne, Pennsylvania (a Steel 
Town near Pittsburgh) ordered a new 
Porsche. This 1958 Porsche with 
sunroof listed (NEW) for $3850.00 
(I have the original sales receipt) and 
was to be his family’s second car, the 
car that Jack would use for work. The 
car was also to be a Valentine’s Day 
gift to Jack from his wife. Jack was 
my brother-in-law’s brother and he 
was a Maintenance Foreman for the 
U.S. Steel Corporation in Homestead, 
Pennsylvania.  This massive steel 
mill sprawled up and down along the 
Monongahela River for seven miles. Continued on page 1�

buying back just the engine.   In the 
end, I thought best to leave it alone and 
to just remember the good times when 
the body and engine were still one, and 
still alive.

And on this 50th anniversary of CNY 
PCA, I still think of that old metallic 
flake dark blue ‘57 356A Normal with 
nostalgia and warm feelings. One 
always remembers one’s first love.  
Mine was a 1957 Porsche.               RL

Jack’s responsibilities required that 
he visit various job sites where he had 
assigned work crews. He planned to 
use this agile little car to scoot around 
the plant visiting these various work 
sites. Being a 2-way RADIO BUFF, 
a skill he learned while in the U.S 
Army (The European Theater), he had 
also planned to have the car “RADIO 
DISPATCHED” from his office. The 
car’s rear bumper support still bears the 
clamp marks from the 8 ft. long whip 
antenna.  

But, All THIS did NOT happen. In the 
time between when Jack ordered the 
car and the time he took delivery, the 
upper management of U.S Steel issued 
an edict:

“NO FOREIGN MADE 
AUTOMOBILES WOULD BE 
ALLOWED IN THE PLANT”
 

(Try to enforce that kind of policy these 
days). So, when the car was delivered, 
Jack took possession of the Porsche, 
but was forced to purchase some 
other DETROIT-iron for his work 
activity. The Porsche was essentially 
“PARKED.” He kept it garaged & 
covered. He used it sparingly, and only 
took it out on SUNNY days.  Thus, the 
car was preserved. I can only imagine 
what that poor Porsche would have 
looked like after spending a few years 
in Pittsburgh’s smoke and corrosive 
atmosphere of the ‘50’s? At the very 
least, the paint would have turned to 
“chalk.”
 
I can remember, visiting our parents in 
Pittsburgh on Holidays & vacations.  
Hoping that the weather would be nice 
during our trip, so that, perhaps------- 
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Business Card Bulletin Board
Your card here attracts our members (and many 
lurkers on our web site). Our fees are very reasonable!
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Jack would take the Porsche out of the 
garage. If the weather were suitable, 
WE would take Heidi for a spin. 
Jack would drive to our destination, 
wherever that was, then he would hand 
me the keys and I would drive it back. I 
loved it!  And, I loved that car.
 
After 5 years and with only 9800 miles 
on the odometer, Jack decided to sell 
the car. He offered it to me.  He had 
replaced it with a ‘63 split window, fuel 
injected Corvette (That was a nice car, 
too, but long gone.     Heidi is still with 
us). As I said, I loved the car and jumped 
at the chance to own it.  I bought the car 
for $2200.00 back in ‘64. 
Jack always kept the car in TOP 
condition.  It was READY to go, at all 
times. In fact, Jack claimed, “I could 
take her all the way to the West Coast if 
I wanted to.”  AS IS.  The fact is, Jean 
& I flew to Pittsburgh with the girls 
one weekend and drove Heidi back to 
Syracuse with our kids in the rear jump 
seat.  Comfortably, I might add (At 
least, they never complained).

Heidi’s official birth date is November 
1958. She was first registered in the 
U.S. on Feb.14, 1959 (Valentine’s 
Day).  I’ve been the car’s proud owner 
since May 1964.

And that was just the beginning-----
       Bill Noroski (member since 1966)

Heidi’s Story...” From page 1� LOOKING BACK AT 49 
YEARS OF PCA
By Jim and Gloria Ball
 

For us, the “Porsche Experience” 
started with the purchase of a new 
1957 Volkswagen.  It was bought 

as a second car, a “utility vehicle”, and 
it was parked in the garage next to a fat 
Buick.  This 40 HP wonder soon became 
the “primary vehicle,” with only one 
shortcoming – no amount of pressure 
on the accelerator would extract more 
power from this engine.  Then in the 
spring of 1958, while at Ripley Motors 
in Ithaca, for VW service, an evil 
individual, John Waite, salesman there, 
gave me a ride and (worse) let me drive 
his 1957 Porsche Super Coupe.  This 
car showed me 75 in 3rd and I was gone 
– gone- gone!  I had to have one of 
those!  Through the summer, I couldn’t 
eat, couldn’t sleep, and lost weight, 
traveling many miles in my search for 
a car.  Gloria saved our marriage with 
her sympathy and understanding of 
“my condition”.  There were no new 
cars at dealers closer than New York 
City.  In November, I found a young 
guy in Binghamton with a 1958, 356A, 
4,000 mile, Silver Coupe for sale. He 
was uncomfortable with his house 
mortgage, and car loan – had owned 
VWs, so we made the “perfect” trade.

For a time, mine was the only Porsche 
in Cortland.  I soon discovered other 
owners in Binghamton, Syracuse, and 
Rochester who belonged to a club 
– Porsche Club of America.  So in 
December 1958, we joined this group 
and became members of the Central 
New York Region.

Continued on page 1�
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In those days, with few cars and few 
dealers, there were (and still are) 
real advantages in joining this group 
– sharing ideas, solving technical/
mechanical problems – learning to 
drive these cars properly, and most 
important, making new friends with a 
common interest.

Porsche owners needed and depended 
upon knowledgeable people to handle 
their service work.  One such man was 
Jiri Nechleba, working then at Henry 
Carroll’s dealership in Vestal.  In 1961 
he sold me my 2nd Porsche, a Ruby Red 
Cabriolet.  The club then followed Jiri 
to Emmick Motors in Montour Falls, 
but soon he was back in Vestal with his 
own dealership, “Autosport By Jiri.”  
At this spot for more than 25 years, he 
was a loyal supporter of CNY PCA.

In 1963, Dr. John (“Black Jack”) 
Sullivan, a PCA member in Syracuse, 
ordered a new Super 90 Cabriolet 
with several unusual options – BBAB 
gearing (2nd and 3rd shorter than stock), 
Koni Shocks, Camber Compensator, 
removable rollbar, and Speedster seats.  
I bought this car from Jack in 1964, and 
it gave me 32 exciting years.  In 1965 
it took me to the Glen to earn an SCCA 
Regional license, then into the world 
of hill climbing - from Pennsylvania 
Hill Climb Series to Mount Ascutney, 
VT. And then there were Solo 1 
and Solo 2 events, time trials, and 
uncountable autocrosses…

This competitive activity takes its 
toll on equipment - engines, clutches, 
transmissions, etc..  I learned through 
PCA Tech sessions and fellow Porsche 
owners, how to do much of my 

necessary engine and service work, thus 
easing the financial pain somewhat.

We have covered a lot of ground in 
Porsches in 49 years.  We have been 
to many National Parades and PCA 
events in a number of states.  When 
we moved south in 1988, we found 
the Carolinas Region of PCA very 
active.  This region covers both North 
and South Carolina, so it is a very 
large, spread-out region.  Living in the 
South, we began to feel the need for 
air conditioning and more comfortable 
seats, so a 911 has replaced the 356.  
Since old age is a “state of mind,” PCA 
activity has kept our minds young.  As 
CNY Charter members and being of 
“indeterminate” age, we’ve been given 
more years to enjoy Porsche and PCA 
than almost anyone else in the CNY 
PCA. We are planning on driving north 
in September to help celebrate the 
region’s 50th Anniversary, seeing all our 
old friends and certainly making some 

new ones. Save a spot for us ------   RL

Looking Back...” From page 1�
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Back in the day...   Our Founders!

Former CNY Prez Jim Ball at Mt. Ascutney, Vermont
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From our friends and sponsors...
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Zone � and National News
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Porsche Rennsport Reunion III 2007       
Daytona International Speedway 
November 2-4, Featuring the Legendary 917 and 
956/962
 
Porsche Club of America members will have the 
opportunity to spend an evening with fellow members and Porsche 
racing legends during the PCA Dinner Gala event at Rennsport 
Reunion III, to be held the evening of November 3, 2007 in the “500 
Club” at the world famous Daytona International Speedway.  But 
you will need to act quickly, as only 450 seats are available for this 
special program! 
 
Dinner registration will open on Tuesday, September 18, 2007.  
PCA members will be able to visit www.pca.org to obtain the dinner 
registration form, which must be mailed (US Postal Service) with a 
check to the PCA National Office. Dinner registrations will be taken 
on a first come, first served basis, postmarked no 
earlier than the opening day of registration.  If the dinner is sold 
out on the first day, Parade oversubscription procedures will apply.  
Tickets are $40 per person. A cash bar will be available. Speakers 
are being arranged by Porsche Cars North America.  
 
Rennsport Reunion III is a PCNA event, administered by Brian 
Redman’s Intercontinental Events and the Daytona International 
Speedway. 
 
In addition to the banquet, PCA will be assisting with several 
activities: 
 
1. Porsche model-specific parking corrals 
2. “History of Porsche” car display (with Carrera Club Coupe special 

exhibit) 
3. Supervised track touring 
4. PCA Hospitality and membership area 
5. Scrutineering of the racecars 
6. PCA Dinner – Evening of November 3, 2007 as detailed above 
7. PCA volunteers to assist with our involvement 
 
We are still seeking superb original examples of each Porsche 
production model for the “History of Porsche” display, which will run 
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for three days, November 2-4, 2007.  Production models will include 
those marketed by Porsche as distinct models.  For example, in the 
early-nineties 911 (964) line, the C4, C2 and Turbo will each be 
represented.  Vehicles chosen to represent the different models will 
include a variety of body styles (Cabriolet, 
Targa, Coupe).  The PCA Rennsport committee will make the final 
vehicle selections. Please contact the display chairman, Steve 
Gaglione nine.fourteen@verizon.net or 813 978-3433 for an 
application if you are interested in participating in this unique display.  
(For vintage/historic racecars or PCA Club Race cars, please go 
directly to the official Rennsport site, www.rennsport2007.com). 
 
We are also still looking for PCA volunteer workers to assist with the 
various activities listed above.  Special commemorative shirts will 
be provided to the volunteers by Porsche Cars North America, to 
acknowledge their participation.  To volunteer, please contact Bob 
and Dora Barren at dorabob@comcast.net or 904-268-8877 in the 
evening.

Following his recent success at autoXing, Bill aims for bigger sport!
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BRIAN P DALEY, RFC
89 GRANT AVENUE
AUBURN
BrianDaley@allstate.com

Discount and insurance offered only with select companies and subject to availability and qualifications.  Discount amount may be
lower.Allstate Property and Casualty Insurance Company:  Northbrook, IL.  © 2007 Allstate Insurance Company

Insure your home & car with
Allstate, and I can help you save
on both policies. Call me today.

866-232-7664

Back in the day...   Porsche and The Glen! 
from “Glen Classic” 1958 race program by the Watkins Glen Grand Prix Corpo-
ration for the June 27-28, 1958 races of the same name; courtesy of Dick Jeffers
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PORSCHE CAYENNES HOLD TOP NINE POSITIONS 
IN TWO-WEEK EVENT from Porsche Motorsport

VLADIMIR, Russia – August 5, 2007 -- The second stage of the Transsy-
beria Rally 2007 will be remembered by some participants for a long time 
- torn off bumpers and rear ends, one engine failure, and one flooded elec-
tronic steering gear. Those are the preliminary results of the second day. A 
knee-deep water hole on the 18 mile-long special testing route near the Rus-
sian village of Wjasniki, caused many drivers considerable difficulties. 

Fastest on the special stage were Rod Millen (New Zealand) and Richard Kelsey 
(USA) in Team North America #2 Porsche Cayenne. They improved to their 
fourth position in the overall classification behind Carles Celma (Spain) and Jörn 
Pugmeister (Germany), who had won the first stage on Friday in the German 
Team Press Porsche Cayenne. The first nine positions in the class are occupied 
by Porsche Cayenne S Transsyberia vehicles, followed by a Toyota in tenth.

Near the Russian village Wjasniki, sandy tracks, water crossings, and a pro-
visional bridge made of logs gave the drivers considerable problems. The 
leading Spaniard Carles Celma and his German co-driver Joern Pugmeis-

Carol, is that you?!?!

Continued on page 2�
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ter steered their Porsche Cayenne Transsyberia into the water before look-
ing for a shallow place. Their car got stuck in the middle of the water hole. 
Team Germany #1 of Armin Schwarz and Oliver Hilger profited from the 
mistake of the Spanish-German team, and overtook their stuck Porsche to fin-
ish third on the stage and take the overall rally lead. Afterwards from the bank, 
Schwartz/Hilger pulled their competitors out of the wet trap with a rope winch. 

That wasn’t enough though to win this stage, however, as American Rod 
Millen and his New Zealand co-driver Richard Kelsey crossed the water 
hole without problems, and earned the fastest time. “That was a great spe-
cial stage test. A great test for Mongolia.” said Millen at the finish-line.

The other two North American also got stuck in the water hole, but teamwork helped 
both teams continue on their way.  Kees Nierop and Laurance Yap, who had entered 
the stage in fourth place overall in their Team North America #1 Porsche Cay-
enne, were stuck in the mud when the Jeff Zwart/Paul Dallenbach Cayenne came 
by and helped pull them out.  Then Zwart and Dallenbach got stuck, and Nierop/
Yap pulled them out.  The teams finished 16th and 18th respectively on the stage.

Cayennes Hold Top Positions...” From page 2�

Porsche Announces Price and Launch Date for New 
Limited Edition Boxster

Porsche’s all-new orange 2008 Limited Edition Boxster and Boxster S will soon 
be stirring excitement around the country. Starting at $49,900 USD and $59,900 
USD, respectively, the 500 anticipated Orange Boxster and Boxster S models 
will go on sale in dealerships on September 28, 2007 throughout the U.S. Clad 
in striking orange paint, a color previously featured only with the track ready 
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Porsche 911 GT3 RS, the Limited Edition Boxster includes a special “Limited 
Edition” plaque in the glove compartment. It touts a sport exhaust system and 
safety bars, designed to help protect occupants. And the SportDesign package 
that includes spoiler lips in the front, an automatically extending and redesigned 
rear spoiler, and modified rear trim with integrated diffuser provides a more 
stunning and sporty appearance.

Complementing the orange paint are several eye-catching elements in black 
including black painted alloy wheels—18 inch standard on the Boxster and 19-
inch standard on the Boxster S—black exterior side mirrors, black front and 
side air inlets, all of which compliment the car’s model designation in black 
on the rear deck and a black convertible top. Black carries over to the seats, 
carpet, dash, door panels and other surrounding soft surfaces. Adding to the 
performance theme is the use of Alcantara trim, used on performance Porsches 
like the 911 GT3 and 911 GT3 RS. Alcantara is pleasant to touch, but it also 
helps occupants stay planted in the interior during sporty driving. Alcantara trim 
is used on seat inserts, the three-spoke steering wheel from the 911 GT3 and 911 
GT3 RS, and handbrake lever on vehicles with manual transmission.

To further tie the interior and exterior, Porsche designers added touches of bright 
orange to interior trim pieces such as the door lever surrounds and the trim panel that 
covers the dash-mounted cup holders. Even the shift pattern on the gearshift lever is 
orange.  [For a color view, check out the CNY-PCA website, folks!  Ed.]
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Registration Form

Central New York Region Porsche Club of America
50TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

September 28, 29 and 30, 2007
The Edgewood Resort in Alexandria Bay

Entrant:__________________________________________________________

E-Mail Address:________________________Phone No.:__________________

Address:___________City:___________State:              Zip Code:____________ 

Co-Entrant:_______________________________________________________

Address:___________City:___________State:              Zip Code:___________ 

Car Model:_____________Year:_______Color:_________Plate No.:_________

Entry Fee:  $75.00 Includes entry to all events for Entrant and
Co-Entrant, Friday Evening Welcome Party, goodie bag, enamel
car badge ($35.00 value), commemorative items and much more!           $75.00   

Meal Package: $70.00 per person. Meal package includes Full
Breakfast Saturday and Sunday, Box Lunch on Saturday and 
Prime Rib Buffet Banquet on Saturday evening.

     Number of Meal Packages @$70.00 ea.    _____            $_______
      Total Enclosed        $_______

Make checks payable to “CNY PCA” (US Funds).

Call The Edgewood Resort at 1-888-334-3966 to make reservations (view 
at www.theedgewoodresort.com). Reservations are limited and may not be 
available at this time.

Complete form and send with payment to:                              
 Mike Darminio                    E-mail Address:

706 N. Salina Street             darm911@alltel.net
              Syracuse, NY 13208            

Phone no. 315 673-1901

Registration form also available on web site www.cnypca.org. 
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50th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
CENTRAL NEW YORK REGION, PORSCHE CLUB OF AMERICA

In the year 1957 several enthusiastic Porsche drivers in the Central New York 
area combined forces and began to lay the groundwork for a new and very elite 
organization.  Elite because Porsches had only been in America since 1950 and 
there were only a handful of them on the roads.  Banding together seemed like 
a wise idea, obviously for the sake of camaraderie, but also for the advice and 
assistance a fellow owner might provide about these strange little newcomers.

Dorothy and Clarence Rutbell, Max Bunnell, and several others prepared the 
Charter proposal.  An official Porsche Club of America Charter was granted 
to Central New York Region on August 24, 1957.  And so with a handful of 
members CNY was the third region chartered.  The national organization had 
been established in the Washington D.C. area in 1955. 

Today, some 50 years later, the tradition is strong. CNY has 431 members and 
ranges geographically from Canada to Pennsylvania.  We are a close-knit group 
which, as our predecessors did, relies on and involves our fellow members on a 
regional, zone and national basis for assistance, advice and fellowship.  

To celebrate this camaraderie, CNY Region will hold a gala 50th Anniversary 
Celebration in Alexandria Bay on September 28, 29 and 30.  There will be 
something of interest for all who attend.  Enjoy a Concours d’Elegance, a Rally, 
a Gymkhana, a Welcome Party, a Banquet and free time to take in the sights 
of the breathtaking 1000 Islands.  The celebration will be held at the beautiful 
Edgewood Resort and Conference Center located on the St. Lawrence River in 
the midst of the 1,000 Islands!!

On the adjacent page you will find a Registration Form for the weekend’s activities.  
Your registration fee includes entry into all 3 events for you and your navigator, 
our fun-filled Friday evening Welcome Party and a Goodie Bag complete with 50th 
Anniversary memorabilia including a commemorative car badge ($35.00 value).  
Your meal package includes a complete breakfast buffet on Saturday and Sunday, 
a box lunch on Saturday and a wonderful, prime rib buffet Celebration Banquet 
on Saturday evening.

This will be an historic event in Central New York Region’s history!!  It will also 
be weekend filled with history and great Porsche camaraderie.  We hope you will 
join us to share in the celebration of the past 50 years!!   
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THE NORTHERN 
SENTINEL by Bob Graham
 

While considering appropriate 
words to mark CNY’s 
Golden Anniversary as a 

nest of Zuffenhausian fanaticism, it 
occurred to me that it has likewise been 
a half-century since my own Porsche 
epiphany.
 
It was the fall of 1957. Like so many 
young American males at that time, I 
had reached college age ignorant of – 
and indifferent to – imported cars. I took 
no note of the one in which James Dean 
had died.  Early in my sophomore year 
at St. Lawrence University, my own car 
was a 1946 Chevrolet Fleetline coupe 
purchased for $150 and just retrofitted 
with turn signals, ending the need for 
me to jam my arm out the window to 
warn others of an imminent change of 
direction. My Dream Car at that time? 
That finny beauty, the 1958 Plymouth!
 
 I had heard that a classmate hailing 
from Connecticut’s Gold Coast had a 
sports car called a Porsche – a porsh, 
naturally.  I paid little attention, but 
one day I spied a very small, very odd-
looking red convertible parked on a 
Canton street. A close-up revealed “P-
O-R-S-C-H-E” spelled out in elongated 
golden letters, with “Speedster” 
emblazoned upon the front fenders. So, 
this is Matt Forelli’s car.  God, what a 
bizarre-looking creation; it’s positively 
ugly! What can be so great about 
something like this? It doesn’t bear the 
slightest resemblance to a real car!
 
Gradually, I learned that these tiny 
German sports cars were rare and 
expensive, and were the darlings of the 

affluent segment of the male student 
body, perhaps because of the builder’s 
reputation in racing. Matt’s car soon 
was seen minus its bumpers and 
hubcaps, bearing dents and scrapes, 
and he spoke of taking part in various 
competitive events. Gradually, a few 
more of these strange cars subsequently 
appeared on and around campus.
 
This initial acquaintance with Porsches 
lay dormant in my psyche for some 
time; oddly, what set my interest ablaze 
was the film version of Nevil Shute’s 
apocalyptic novel On the Beach. The 
movie contains footage of a sports 
car race which, given the participants’ 
knowledge that humanity would soon 
be extinct, can best be described as 
horrifying. That lurid footage fueled 
a curiosity about sports cars and fast 
driving that quickly grew toward 
passion. What were these cars like? 
One April afternoon in 1960 I asked a 
classmate named Jim Jackson for a ride 
in his ’59 356A Super Convertible D. I 
have not been the same since. Anyone 
who has ever driven, or merely ridden 
in a 356 needs no explanation of that 
statement.
 
Life after that became, simply, Quest for 
Porsche. But with ambition temporarily 
stunted by insolvency, I could only 
prepare myself for ownership.  I 
studied rather than read Road & Track 
and Sports Cars Illustrated, learning 
names and jargon. I haunted car lots 
and combed classifieds (the Sunday 
New York Times’ “Sports & Imported 
Cars” classifieds provided a half-
day’s intensive study and dreaming). 
I bought books and built models. The 
sight of a Porsche, at rest or in motion, 
transfixed me. I watched for them on 
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TV; BBC’s “Third Man,” played by 
Roger Moore, drove one. I test-drove 
some, not with the idea of buying one 
but for just getting behind the wheel; 
I was even rear-ended and punted off 
the road while trying a tired Speedster 
whose owner had re-painted it with a 
brush. Arrival in the mail of the sales 
brochure from Porsche of America 
(“All It Shares with Other Cars Is the 
Road”) was a thunderbolt of excitement 
to my drab, Porsche-less life.  
 
It was just over two years after my 
loss-of-innocence ride – not at all long, 
though it seemed like centuries -- that I 
became a Porsche owner. By then I was 
a newly married Army second lieutenant 
stationed at Fort Carson, Colorado, 
assigned to an air-cooled, rear-engine, 
torsion-bar-sprung M48A1 tank. One 
September evening in 1962 Betty and 
I happened upon an Elfenbein (ivory) 
1960 356B “Normal” coupe parked on 
a Buick dealer’s lot. A few days later it 
was ours; about a year later, my active 
duty tour complete, it brought us and 
our six-month-old daughter Barbara 
across the country, back to New York.
 
How I reveled in that car! Viewed from 
today’s perspective, the 356 betrayed 
humble origins in many areas; yet how 
exotic it seemed, at least at first! It was 
not fault-free; among its minor but 
irksome vices was a leaky pushrod tube 
that dispatched periodic clouds of oil 
smoke into the cabin via the heater and 
defroster apertures. Then, of course, 
there was that major vice: the perfidious 
swing-axle rear suspension that could 
“bite” the unwary driver. I still recall 
the rainy night when my beloved steed 
turned on me, becoming, in the words of 
Denis Jenkinson, “a wicked and vicious 

oversteering monster.” Fortunately, 
the damage from our excursion into a 
farmer’s pasture was mostly to my ego. 
The outcome was a hard-won wisdom 
and a more judicious driving style.
 
But good things must end. With its 
mileage mounting, reliability iffy, 
and two growing rear-seat occupants 
straining its carrying capacity, the 
Porsche’s utility as family transport had 
come into serious question. Keeping it 
while adding a more practical car was 
not an option, so my maiden Porsche 
experience ended in 1966 at a local 
Pontiac dealer, its place in our garage 
filled by a “sensible” car. Withdrawal 
lasted many months, but finally I began 
to believe that life without a Porsche 
was possible.
 
And so it was for two decades, but 
in June, 1986 I heard the siren-song 
once more, this time radiating from a 
brand-new Guards Red 924S. By now 
circumstances had changed, of course; 
we had become accustomed to owning 
two cars, had the means to look up-
market a bit, and the nest would soon 
be empty. Oh, we liked the 944 even 
more, but it seemed a little extravagant. 
Best of all, Betty encouraged me to 
believe that the 924S might have a 
place in our garage.
 
Later that summer our new Porsche and 
we became members of Central New 
York Region, Porsche Club of America. 
Twenty-one years and two Porsches 
later, to say that this membership has 
enhanced our owning experience would 
be engaging in gross understatement. 
Fröhliche 50.Jahrestag, Redliners!
 
Drive in Its Finest Form!
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B U G S: “TO KILL OR NOT 
TO KILL?” THAT IS THE 
QUESTION by Chuck Gladle

Like who cares?  I never thought 
about it until now.  Once we 
enter the latter part of May and 

well into the month of September and 
occasionally beyond they, bugs that is, 
are in the air.  Today drivers around the 
world encounter millions and hundreds 
of millions of bugs, both day and night 
and within a very few miles you have 
some serious BEETLE JUICE!  

In some instances the splatter of bugs 
on our windshields and headlights, if 
not cleaned off can dim the light of 
day and increase the hazard of driving 
at night.  Washer fluid and wipers only 
smear bug parts and pieces of their 
remnants forcing us to stop.  We seek 
our the first gas station we come across 
and begin to utilize the shabby tool and 
bug soaked fluid provided by the filling 
stations.  Not until we get home can 
we actually rid ourselves of the sticky 
mess once and for all.

The Porsche commercial states “Kills 
bugs fast” but as far as I know virtually 
every car today kills bugs, only not as 
many as a Porsche and at slower speeds.  
But there was a kinder gentler time in 
our automotive past that gave the bugs 
at least a sporting chance.  Today I own 
such a vehicle and in accordance with 
the views of many weird people today 
I am their hero.  This is a title I did 
not go in search of and I am burdened 
with this crown because in truth I am 
as guilty as all of you because I do not 
break for bugs.

The older air cooled Volkswagen while 
not immune to this issue is by legal 

definition less of a threat to bug life.  
The Porsche kills bugs fast while the 
Volkswagen simply inflicts blunt force 
trauma on those bugs that encounter 
the small flat windshield. Let me 
explain.  A Porsche is a murderer plain 
and simple and while a Volkswagen is 
…………. something less.  In driving 
my Volkswagen I have observed 
the following: Many bugs hit the 
windshield and simply do not splatter 
or “stick” but flow over or around the 
windshield and are gone. Occasionally 
some remain and ultimately die slowly 
and painfully from exposure to the 
wind and sun. They are stuck there by 
their using wounds and their little arms 
and heads twist while the writhe in pain 
until death takes them.  

Is there any benefit to this?  I’m not 
at all sure except to say that I do not 
have to clean my windshield as much 
as when I drive my Porsche.  Does it 
absolve me from the killing of the 
flying innocents, certainly not!  Yet 
the environmentalists call me a hero 
and honor the fact that I do not drive a 
killer car but am a passenger on life’s 
journey concealed within a BUG! They 
are the Flower Power people, the dirty 
crowd from Woodstock and the anti-
war crowd of the 1970’s all wrapped up 
into one.  They are the current groupie 
cult of tree huggers and today’s animal 
rights terrorists but never the less they 
love me.  They say bugs have a right 
to life and serve to enhance our planet 
and are the true entomological wonders 
in the little world in which they live. 
Against my better judgment they have 
declared me the guru of Insectland.  
With respect for their beliefs I have 
not responded yet as I cannot find the 
words that would politely express the 
fact that they themselves are a bug up 
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my ass and I don’t appreciate it one bit. I’m just happy to have people hitting 
themselves again shouting “punch buggy” and “slug bug” all in my honor.  As for 
the bugs what can I say?  I would advise the bugs of the world to begin teaching 
their kind and follow these simple rules.

1. Don’t fly across roads and highways.
2. Stop being drawn to lights of any kind.
3. If you see a Porsche …….. land immediately.
4. Exercise your mating rituals on leaves or tree branches.

Suicides are of no consequence to this serious issue.  Be they suicidal or yet 
another squadron of Kamikaze Japanese beetles they are not in the same category 
as innocent yet stupid bugs.

An old Porsche friend and fellow CNY member, Clarence Rutbell, who is no 
longer with us stated that a 356A coupe if driven under 48 mph will have virtual 
zero incidence of bug splatter on the windshield, better than any other car with the 
exception of a Volkswagen that will not go that fast.

I’m not asking anyone to stop driving his or her Porsche of any other vehicle for 
that matter.  Should you begin to feel just a little guilty buy an old Volkswagen and 
do something about it?  I mean they are out there and while the prices are going up 
and up get yourself one or two while you are thinking about it.  I mean “HELLO” 
they built over 22 million of the damn things so I guess it’s still a buyers market.  
The Green Crowd has adapted a new saying, “Buy a BUG and save a million 
BUGS”. Oh yes, and paint it green!

PS – I have been in excess of 48 mph at least twice at full throttle, down hill, 
on over inflated tires with a strong wind at my back.  I feel that on one of these 
occasions I will exceed 54 mph.  I swear!                                                           RL

Chuck fogging the bugs at the August Picnic and Concours
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The Ghetto Van is Gone (or 
will be soon if I can find a 
buyer) By Brian Daley

For those of you that have been to 
the track (Watkins Glen, Lime 
Rock, Mosport or VIR) when 

I’ve been there you know that about 4 
years ago I took the plunge to a new 
dimension – I bought a trailer and tow 
vehicle to get my 1979 track prepared 
928 to and from the course. The 1995 
Chevy G20 Conversion Van that I 
purchased was formerly owned by a 
good friend and neighbor and world 
famous musician (Kim Simmonds, 
originator and still leader of the great 
English Blues Band and still touring 
Savoy Brown) who used it to tow his 
band and gear around this country 
to gigs for several years before the 
mileage on the odometer started getting 
him nervous. 

It had about 193,000 miles on it when I 
bought it but he had recently put a rebuilt 
transmission in it. It had a 5.7 Liter (350 
cu. In.) fuel injected engine so I figured 
even if I had to rebuild or replace the 
engine it would be worth the $2000 he 
wanted for it. The interior was and is 
in very good condition and although it 
was missing the TV (due to the van and 
his trailer being stolen when Kim was 
on a tour), I installed a 13” color, stereo 
with built-in DVD, CD, MP3 player 
in a personally engineered and welded 
steel frame covered by matching foam 
fabric. The purchase of the van was 
prompted by the purchase of a trailer, 
which prompted the completion of a 
48’ x 60’ detached steel building on my 
property so I could keep everything at 
my home. Many people have recurring 
dreams/nightmares and mine was that 

I needed to get one of my vehicles for 
some reason or another and when I went 
to the garage or storage facility where I 
thought it was it wouldn’t be there and 
I would wake up in a panic. The depth 
of my illness is serious; I really should 
consult a highly trained professional. I 
designed the building to accommodate 
a Class A Motorhome with the trailer 
attached so I could back it in and pull 
it out as needed. More evidence of my 
eroding mental health (not to mention 
my eroding financial health).

The “Ghetto Van” nickname comes 
from Melissa Miller, our CNY Region 
Treasurer. I’m not exactly sure why 
she calls it that, though it may have 
something to do with the rust stains and 
holes in the doors and rocker panels 
and the fact that the at least one of the 
four fiberglass wheel flares flap in the 
breeze as I drive down the road, but 
that’s just a guess on my part.

In any case, a few weeks ago I was 
minding my own business while on my 
way to the office and just as I entered 
the Auburn city limits I noticed a 
motorhome for sale. I tried to ignore it 
but for some reason, over the next week 
or so, every time I drove past it I swear 
it called my name. Well on Friday 
June 16, 2007 I stopped, looked it over 
and wrote down the phone number. 
I figured it couldn’t do any harm and 
hopefully a price would be listed that 
was ridiculous and I could be at peace. 
There was no price and although it 
was a 1983 model it seemed to be in 
very good condition with about 53,000 
miles on it and, get this, a 454 cubic 
inch V8. A Big Block! If you know me 
you know I’m a sucker for a V8 - hence 
the 928 I drive on the track.
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Anyway, I called the number, got the 
details and the asking price and 30 
minutes or so later I was in the vehicle 
with the seller. I don’t know Jack about 
Motorhomes other than there’s nothing 
better than ending a long hot day at 
the track sitting under the awning and 
drinking a cold adult beverage with 
your track buddies lying about the most 
excellent driving skills you exhibited 
that day. This I learned from Viv & 
Dick Shea (that’s right, this is all their 
fault). 

So be it, I now own a 1983 Fleetwood 
Southwind that is complete with a 
full bath, kitchen, two double beds, 
CD in-dash stereo (the first update 
I performed), a 2500 watt 110-volt 
Onan generator with 194 hours on it, 
a Propane water heater and furnace 
with wall mounted thermostat, a 110 
volt (or propane fired) fridge, and a 
110 volt roof A/C unit. I’ve installed 
my Pioneer AM/FM/CD stereo with 
Bose subwoofer and cubes and have 
picked out the 15” flat-screed TV with 
built in DVD player that I’ll install 
in the bedroom. That’s right, it has a 
bedroom. 

A step up from the Ghetto Van? You 
decide.                                             RL

The Alternative Line
 By Joe Holzer 

Parade 2007 Report 

The 52nd Porsche Parade was held 
in San Diego.  Since you’ll get 
most of the common news about 

it in “Pano,” I’ll try to cover what you 
are unlikely to read about elsewhere.  

A few things are of great importance, 
a few whimsies, and a few simply 
stupid.

Those who had been to prior Parades 
there in ’77 and ‘92 (they seem to host 
a Parade every 15 years ;-) would have 
been astounded by the photo montage 
given to Peter Porsche.  It had been 
compiled from pictures taken at the 
two prior San Diego Parades, the first 
of which had been Peter Porsche’s first 
at age 20 (he has missed few since, 
and by any measure is a true PCAer), 
and was the last at which his parents 
were participants.  The montage was 
beautiful, and almost brought him to 
tears.  A real class act.

Speaking of which, the Zone Reps 
annually pick a member for dedication 
to the club.  This year they picked a 
posthumous award to Lanean Hughes 
from Maverick Region.  I hope you will 
read more about her in “Pano” by looking 
at some past issues.  Unfortunately, she 
passed away suddenly right after last 
year’s Parade in Portland.  I had the 
great honor to know her, and she will 
sorely be missed.

Unusually, Parade was only five days 
long, and much complaining was heard 
(not least from me ;-) that it left no 
time to breathe.  Next year will also 
be a five-day affair, June 29 through 
July 3, in Charlotte NC.  Hopefully the 
powers that be will expand it back to 
a compromise six days, which I feel is 
still too short to see anything to which 
the organizers themselves do not direct 
us.  Hope springs…

The usual griping about the cost vs. 
quality of the food, etc., was heard, and 
wine at $7 a glass for a captive audience 

Continued on page ��
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Back in the day...   The Car CNY Loved First! 
from “Haybale” the official sports car racing program for Lime Rock 
Park’s Inaugual Race, April 27-28, 1957; Courtesy of Dick Jeffers

IS pretty steep, but there are few places that can handle 1400+ car junkies. So, 
I guess we had to suffer, though not in silence.  Sans Porsche, we had a hoot 
running the “Gimmick Rally” in the mini-van, which gave us a flavor for the 
SoCal landscape as well as the surfer bikinis. ;-)

Bussing all those people because of limited parking was no easy task, but came 
off pretty well.  Certainly when compared with the lamentable Cinci Worker 
Party.  Don’t get me started.  It might have been nice if Sea World had allowed 
the buses to get somewhere NEAR the entrance instead of having to walk half a 

200� Parade...” From page ��
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mile to get there.  But it was merely a 
demonstration of the walking we would 
do once in the park, which seemed to 
time everything to assure a walk to the 
extreme opposite end of the park for 
each next event and to make you pass 
every gift shop in the park each time!  
On my legs, though, that was not the 
slightest bit fun, and they exacerbated 
the issue by having NO seating that 
was not in hot sun (the temperature was 
twenty degrees above normal all week, 
and Las Vegas was 115-120!).  AC was 
straining merely to knock off the edge.  
I secretly hoped Free Willie & Shamu 
would eat a dolphin on behalf of the 
tuna, but no such luck.  The shows 
were great, and we learned a lot vs. 
merely watching.

The next night was the Beach Party 
with at least a quarter mile walk 
from the drop-off point to the Zone 
Challenge sand sculpture competition, 
then halfway back to the Tug-of-War, 
where Zone 1 gave it a good effort to 
no avail, all on loose sand.  You can 
see the resulting photo if HondaMan 
has the chutzpa to print it. [See page 
45. Ed.]  Walking in sand takes three 
times the effort, and I was exhausted.  
The winner of “Most Unique” sculpture 
was a dead Mr. Bibbendum, no doubt 
a reference to the fiasco at the USGP 
last year and their being replaced solely 
by Bridgestone in F1 this year.  Since 
Michelin was one of the main sponsors, 
not much was said when the award was 
presented.  That was, to put it mildly, 
appropriate.  Sponsorships help keep 
the prices at least somewhat livable.

Our gracious region president, who 
rarely misses Parades, left it to Lynne & 
me to represent CNY at the President’s 
reception, which was held on a tall ship, 

AGAIN a quarter mile walk from the 
final banquet venue, the USS Midway.  
When I flagged a cabbie, he insisted, 
“you can walk!”  So much for ADA.  
And Economics 101.  Hmmm….  So 
I got creative and hired a guy to pedal 
us between for $10 a run.  Cheap in 
my book, because walking the aircraft 
carrier decks was no picnic either, but 
it was very informative, exceptionally 
so for a techie history buff such as 
myself.  We had a group of members 
who had actually served aboard the 
ship honored by the PCA Prez, whose 
remarks I’m sure you’ll see elsewhere.  
Again, queuing for the bus ride back 
to the hotel was interesting, especially 
since a major accident occurred right in 
our path (not to any of us, thankfully).  
Traffic sucked all week.

Prior to that we had a full day.  It started 
with the Tech Quiz, whose format and 
sponsor were radically changed.  From 
Bosch to Porsche Design, so as you can 
tell it was style over substance.  Not 
much really changed in results, though; 
the perennial winners repeated (I took 
a 3rd in 993-997, while Jess’ 1st in Early 
911 score was only three less than the 
overall women’s winner, both of whom 
had better trophies with fewer points 
than I…  It will forever be thus.  Oh 
well, if it was merely a trophy I wanted, 
I’d enter “Cayenne.”

You will ALL want to pay attention to 
the following; Automotive Engineering 
Professor Bob White from Chicago 
gave a tech session on oil. Many in 
the room wanted to know about the 
zinc & phosphorus issues as raised 
by the good folks at http://www.
lnengineering.com and written about 
by me in a prior “Redline,” while most 

Continued on page ��
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had not a clue.  Bob’s take is he is not 
sure that the issue is really understood.  
For clarity, you should know that CA 
and NY both use “oxygenated” fuels 
for emissions, which are accomplished 
by adding alcohols, and of course the 
Midwest is all gasohol, heading for 
E85 (85% Ethanol).  Bob said he had 
done some experimenting with ethanol 
and methanol fuels, and discovered 
that they break down the oil film on 
the cylinder walls, causing scoring.  
It should come as no surprise that 
the same mechanism could result in 
the empirical evidence of scoring in 
bearings and the cam/rocker interface.  
So he feels a far greater risk comes 
from the fuels we are forced to run, 
citing that Midwest farm associations 
tried to get him fired for publishing 
the test results.  So politics might have 
more to do with this than technology! 

Another discussion centered around 
the frequency of oil changes and 
types of oil to use.  Bob feels there is 
no advantage for synthetics (vs. their 
cost) with short cycle change outs (e.g. 
3K miles typical for a 911 with a 15 
qt. Capacity), UNLESS you have a 
turbo because of the heat soaking at 
shutoff.  He felt an annual change out 
was adequate for most limited mileage 
cars, and that the original Porsche ban 
on using multi-grade oils was based 
on the poor quality of oils at the time.  
He stressed that the higher service life/
stress oils are the higher classifications 
as labeled S (spark ignition) M (the 
higher alpha designations – below G are 
no longer produced; if you have them 
you should avoid their use except in a 
winter rat).  But since diesel engines 
see even more stresses, his preference 
is a C (compression ignition) class oil, 

which happens to be what the Shell 
Rotella is which is recommended by 
LN.  Bottom line; there is no certainty 
for cause, nor even if there actually 
is any Zn/Ph related problem.  Stay 
tuned…  But watch for ANY metallic 
particulate in your oil, and find out why 
FAST.

Sandwiched between was the Worker 
Party.  No Parade is possible without 
the effort of hundreds of volunteers, 
themselves Parade entrants. We like 
to work the “check-in” (changed from 
“Registration” to assure people would 
register online) since it’s the one place 
everybody must go and we can be 
certain to see old friends. This was our 
20th Parade (19 for Lynne). Volunteer 
– you’ll feel better!

We finished the week with a pre-
arranged flight for six of us over the 
Grand Canyon flying from Lost Wages.  
Breathtaking!  I mean the hassles.  
After telling us they would pick us up 
at our hotel as part of the price, they 
said, “We don’t go to that hotel. So 
you have to drive a half hour to the 
airport and be there by 6 AM.”  When 
we got there, they insisted we had to 
have government issued photo ID.  To 
fly from point A to point…A?!  So we 
drove like a crazy person back to the 
hotel, then back only to find that the 
plane would not start loading until after 
7. At six AM you needed an HOUR 
lead-time to give me a boarding pass 
that took exactly three minutes.  For 
all SIX of us?!  And then, there was no 
more security than a locked door.  No 
shoes off, computers out, groping by 
TSA through your dirty underwear (I 
try to put that on top, and the grosser 
the better – might as well have a little 
fun ;-)  

200� Parade...” From page ��
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The view, though, made it worth the pain.  You should if at all possible mark your 
calendars for next year in Charlotte.  Who knows how long the current single 
annual Parade can continue or when it will be within driving distance again.  They 
are not to be missed.

Oh, yes.  San Diego also had a concours.  So what?

“Joe in action” or is that “Joe Inaction?!”
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PORSCHE PARADE 2007 
SAN DIEGO By Sallie Jameson

Going to the San Diego Parade 
and participating in all the 
events takes some planning. 

My daughter, Jenni, and her husband, 
Ed, reluctantly volunteered to drive the 
Boxster S to San Diego for us!  So we 
flew out, they drove out (3 1/2 days), 
they flew back, and we drove back. Ed 
now dreams of Porsches.

This year was the first time PCA had a 
five-day Parade. From all the comments 
of regular Parade goers, it was NOT 
a success. Some of the following 
descriptions will tell you why. The car 
arrived Friday evening. For me to get 
ready for the Concours on Monday, I 
had done a lot of work in Syracuse but 
after 1200 miles there was a lot more 
to be done. The Concours prep site 
was in an underground garage with air 
conditioning and 900 Porsches parked 
up above! By late Sunday afternoon I 
had ‘hit the wall’. When we registered 
there were 10-12 cars in my class and 
there were several in the garage where 
I was working.  I cleaned next to Pete 
Tremper, who was our Zone 1 rep, and 
we had a good time, sharing supplies 
and suggestions.

Sunday evening was the Welcoming 
Banquet set up around two of the 
swimming pools. The weather was 
perfect, the food delicious, the people 
and music great.  Everyone had a great 
time. I was just exhausted yet had to 
get up at 4:30am.

The next morning arrived quickly 
and I followed 5 other Porsches in 
the dark out to the Army post where 
the Concours was staging.   It was 

very interesting placing us around 
treed areas, hills, picnicking sites 
and dirt roads.  I wandered down to 
get some coffee.  We stole our coffee 
from the judges’ breakfast.  I met a 
fellow Boxster S entrant and we had 
a nice conversation. He informed me 
he hadn’t touched his engine. Wow, I 
had spent 3 hours on mine! My class 
(now only 4) was judged by 10:30am. 
One of the four didn’t know how to 
get into his engine compartment.  That 
always amazes me since the cars have 
been around since ‘97 and this IS the 
Porsche Parade. One judge asked me 
if I could get into mine! I was almost 
insulted.

When the scores were posted at 2pm I 
was 3rd out of four.  Something wrong.  
Much talking, explaining, and other 
judges helping me, a scoring mistake 
was fixed (I thought).  My score was 
changed which put me in second but to 
make a long story short, it was never 
posted to the master sheet. Ever. My 
trophy was sent through the mail but it 
won’t be in the official statistics.

Tuesday at 8am with Les Chesel from 
Cleveland, Ohio, as my navigator (for 
the 6th or so year, we’re really buddies 
now) we began the rally.  It was all very 
straight forward and we never got lost 
but seemed to be late every time.  Then 
I went 80 on the Thruway for the last 
leg and we were still late! In the middle 
of the rally my battery died!  We got a 
push from fellow rallyists and made it 
to the end.  Next year we will go faster! 
Jimmie worked the last checkpoint 
and got everyone organized with his 
Parade experience. Later I called 
AAA to get the battery fixed, as I was 
autocrossing the next day.  That night 
we took a shuttle to the rally banquet 
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on the beach at Coronado Island off of 
San Diego that is a US Navy base. In 
1964 I applied to teach there but so did 
a thousand others.

Wednesday am, off Les and I went to 
the autocross at Qualcomm Stadium. 
He was on the Protest Committee; I 
was driving and working the timing 
booth for my volunteer time. Wow, 
was that autocross great fun.  Enough 
turns and straights to really wind up the 
car AND make it interesting, and even 
if you went off-course you couldn’t 
hurt the car. [You might want to 
check with Chuck Gladle about 
that…  Ed.] EVERY car entered in 
the autocross ran that one day! THAT 
was a real feat. I finished my two shifts 
about 4pm and headed back to the 
hotel to crash. The autocross banquet 
was held at Marineland on July 4th. We 
took a shuttle bus there and then had to 
find the banquet area.  It was very nice 
but we got lost afterward trying to find 
our way back to the buses in the dark. 
Too tired to stay for the fireworks. The 
shuttle was very good. We never had to 
wait for a bus at the hotel or returning 
to the hotel.

Thursday was the Tech Quiz at 8am, 
which Jimmie and I did, then the 
Volunteer Banquet at 11 and the Victory 
Banquet that night on the USS Midway.  
That afternoon we also did LAUNDRY. 
At another hotel! The Midway was a 
truly great experience.  Just being there 
and seeing it was exciting.  I piloted 
one of the simulators.  Hah, one could 
really get sick in that but since it was 
right before dinner and I was alone, I 
was careful. Dinner was on the flight 
deck which had some of the planes 
flown from that ship and a huge TV 
screen behind the podium so everyone 

could see.  It was an incredible night 
and the weather was perfect, 70 and 
no breeze.  It was gorgeous. A single 
woman won the trip to Germany and 
asked who wanted to go with her.... 
hmmmmmmm.

The Parade is a great place to see 
old friends and talk Porsche 24/7, do 
Porsche things and see all the models, 
even a GT2!   See y’all in Charlotte in 
’08.                                                   RL

CNY PCA FAMILY PICNIC 
AND SUMMER CONCOURS
By Joyce Gladle

There they sat, in all their shiny 
splendor on the shore of sparkling 
Owasco Lake with bright 

sunshine and blue skies above! Central 
New Yorkers were again blessed with 
beautiful weather for our annual family 
picnic and car show and Emerson Park 
on Owasco Lake provided the perfect 
setting for relaxation, conversation and 
good food for our CNY Porsche friends.

Almost all Porsche models were 
represented—a 356 (Mark Shultz), 
early 911s (Pete, Sari, Mike, Phil and 
Sam Reikes, Thak Chaloemtiarana and 
Skip Testut, Lynn and Joe Holzer and 
Pat and Mike Roddy), late 911s (Hal 
Miller, Kathy and Dan Alberson, Kevin 
Newman and family, Jean and Bill 
Noroski and Linda and Wayne Kunkel) 
a 924 (Cindy and Lee Goodman), 944s 
(Marv, Mark and Jay Jennings and Missy, 
Ally and Brian Scotti), a 968 (Cathie, 
Chris and David White), a 928 (Joyce 
and Chuck Gladle), Boxsters (Tom and 
Terry Muniak, Ted and Joanne Ayoub, 

Continued on page �0
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Norm and Janet Turbee, Judy and Dick Jeffers, Sallie Jameson and Jimmy James 
and Mike Mollura) and a Cayman (Jan and Jim King).  We also welcomed guests 
Mr. & Mrs. Alfieri (Ally’s Grandma and Grandpa), John Kopley and Joe Cali. 

All Porsches were shined up and looking very pretty. As our entrants 
examined all the classes and voted on their favorites, the cars drew many 
spectators from outside our group.  People always enjoy seeing the 
cars and asking questions or telling about a Porsche they used to own.

Although all the Porsches were beautiful, below is the result of the People’s 
Choice voting:

356 and 914                                                   924, 944, 928, 968
1.  Mark Shultz                                           1.  Marv, Mark and Jay Jennings
                                                                       2.  Joyce and Chuck Gladle
Early 911                                                       3.  Missy, Ally and Brian Scotti
1.  Pat and Mike Roddy
2.  Thak Chaloemtiarana                               Boxster and Cayman
3.  Pete and Sari Reikes               1.  Jan and Jim King
                                                                       2.  Judy and Dick Jeffers
Late 911                                                         3.  Sallie Jameson and Jimmy James
1.  Linda and Wayne Kunkel  
2.  Hal Miller
3.  Jean and Bill Noroski
 

A fine day was had by all. Thanks to all the members and kids who 
joined us. After all, we are an organization of Porsche families!!

Family Picnic...” From page ��
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July CNY-PCA Autocross School and Event Participants

AUTOCROSS [SCHOOL and EVENT] A SUCCESS
By Chuck Gladle

Our events chairman scored a perfect run with our July event.  Wayne 
Kunkel and his combined school and autocross event drew 21 cars and 
even a little rain could not stop this power horse program.

It started with a school session followed by a track walk.  Wayne’s expertise 
brought the focus to first timers as well as veterans of the sport.  Practice runs led 
up to a second track walk and a lunch break.

Three timed runs proved that the novice and the old hat gang could improve their 
times with practice, concentration and driving LINE.  The times came down and 
everyone had a great time.

The oldest car in the event was (2) ’64 356 coupes and the newest with about 
1,000 miles on the ODO was Wayne’s new ’07 GT-3 that took flight and posted 
the FTD for the event at the Cherry Valley kart course on Rte. 20 just west of 
Lafayette.

We were also very pleased to see new faces out to play and a number of seldom 
seen members that attended.  The friendship loop closed on many to insure future 
attendance.

Continued on page �2
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There were no bad incidences and the 
greatest lesson was the great differential 
between driving in the dry and in the 
wet.  We all got passing grades to 
conclude our class in Autocross 1.

Thank you Wayne for a great day and 
PLEASE give us more of the same! RL

AutoX Success...” From page �1

Autocross Times
By Wayne Kunkel

22 CNY-PCA folks showed up at 
the go-kart track in Lafayette for the 
vehicle dynamics training session and  
autocross. The morning started cloudy 
and right on schedule. As we broke for 
lunch, the rain poured down in buckets. 
Also right on schedule as we resumed 
the track activities, the sun broke out 
and we enjoyed a delightful but muggy 
afternoon. 

The training session was short on 
tech talk but necessary to make sure 
that we were all on the same page. A 
track walk narrated by myself pointed 
out braking points, apexes, and broken 
payment. Everyone received 2 runs as 
a student with follow up commentary 
by instructors. Thank you to Joyce 
and Chuck Gladle as well as Mike 
Darminio. After the lunch break 
each student walked the course again 
and a lot of muttering about apexes and 
braking was being heard. 

The actual runs were timed with 
equipment from the CNY S.C.C.A., 
we did agree that the timer person, 
Mike Donofrio would be allowed 
to run. Turns out that Mike also 

instructed several drivers as we were 
underwhelmed with enough instructors 
for the day. Thank you Mike!! 

The results are shown below and what 
is shown is the fastest time of the day. 
I am trying to get all 3 runs off the 
computer from Mike but as of this 
article, I am unable to do that. I will tell 
you that almost without exception, the 
last run was the fastest for everyone. 
The track dried out, people got deeper 
into corners, tires gained adhesion, and 
the drivers got better. 

For simplification I have adopted the 
classes from SCCA to use with this 
event. Turns out they are not all that 
different from late 911, early 911, etc. 
There is a column with a PAX time. 
The PAX time is the handicapped time 
that you can compare your 356 against 
a late 911 or Cayman. Bill Noroski ran 
the snot out of his 356 and his adjusted 
time was 58.092. Chuck Gladle with 
the Golden Whale had a respectable 
PAX time of 56.212. That makes his 
time the 3rd fastest time of the day 
adjusted by class. 2nd fastest time was 
Brent Lweis in a nice Cayman S. He is 
the rookie of the day with the fastest 
adjusted rookie time. 

My time? Now you know why I got the 
GT-3.                                                RL
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Summary Results, #1 - CNY-PCA Autocross - 7-15-07  
Total Entries: 23        Timed Entries: 21 

Pos. Class # Driver Car Model Total Diff.
PAX From 

1st

1T
Super 
Stock

14
Kunkel, 
Wayne

’07 911 62.956 -
53.386

-

2T 21
Donofrio, 
Mike

nonmember 65.282 2.326 2.326

3T 23
Newton, 
Scott

nonmember 65.636 0.354 2.680

4T
Super 
Stock

3 *Lewis, Brent 06 Cayman 66.041 0.405
56.002

3.085

5T B/Stock 1
Larman, 
Stephen

88 911 68.365 2.324
56.606

5.409

6T
Super 
Stock

2
*Wasicek, 
Charles

06 Cayman 68.446 0.081
57.494

5.490

7 B/Stock 19 Peck, Art 84 911 68.904 0.458 57.052 5.948

8 E/Stock 13
Gladle, 
Chuck

85 928 69.227 0.323
56.212

6.271

9 4 Dunn, Bill Honda/non 69.455 0.228 6.499
10 B/Stock 7 *Souter, Ken 85 911 70.135 0.680 58.071 7.179

11 
Super 
Stock

17
*Markowitz, 
Burt

01 911 70.605 0.470
59.873

7.649

12 
Super 
Stock

11 *King, Jan 06 Cayman 70.865 0.260
60.093

7.909

13 E/Stock 12 Gladle, Joyce 85 928 70.870 0.005 57.546 7.914

14 E/Stock 22
*Donohue, 
Bruce

944 71.543 0.673
58.092

8.587

15 B/Stock 8
*Duncan, 
John

87 911 72.515 0.972
60.042

9.559

16 H/Stock 18 Noroski, Bill 356C 73.980 1.465 58.370 11.024

17 B/Stock 5
*Schwender, 
Tim

77 911S 76.556 2.576
63.388

13.600

18 B/Stock 10
*Olender, 
Edward

74 911SC 77.051 0.495
63.797

14.095

19 B/Stock 6 *Davis, Tom 82 911 77.057 0.006 63.803 14.101

20 H/Stock 16
*Ferris, 
Kevin

356 79.719 2.662
62.898

16.763

21 E/Stock 9
*Augenreich, 
Uwe

924S 84.854 5.135
68.901

21.898

22 A/Stock 15
*Turbee, 
Norman

04 Boxster DNS 84.854 62.956

23 20 Franklin, Rex DNS 62.956
* Rookie Driver
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Der CNY-PCA Kalender

SEPTEMBER 2007
7th , 8th , 9th  – Vintage Race at Watkins Glen

28th, 29th, 30th – 50th Anniversary Celebration in Alexandra Bay

OCTOBER 2007
14th Fall Rally hosted by Sallie Jameson

NOVEMBER 2007
10th – Annual Business Meeting held at Hathaway House

DECEMBER 2007
9th – Holiday Party hosted by Rosemary and Ed Olender

CNY PCA 2007 FALL RALLY

Come join us for a fun and interesting drive in the crisp, fall air.  Sallie Jameson 
has put together an interesting drive and fun rally for us around the rivers and 
lakes just north of Syracuse.  

When: October 14, 2007       

Time: 12:30 PM Drivers’ Meeting,   1:00 PM  First Car off

PREPARING FOR THE BIG FIVE 0H

With the 50th Anniversary blast in Alexandria Bay coming up fast there are some 
things that YOU can help us with NOW.  

1. If you can locate any Porsche items of interest like photos, or early 
Porsche memorabilia pertaining to our region to be on our display 
boards and/tables please do the following:  Mail your photos or scan 
and send via email to Lee Goodman, lee@goodmanagency.com, for our 
Golden Anniversary Celebration.

2. If you have reserved a room at the Edgewood Resort Complex for 
the CNY 50th Anniversary weekend BUT have not sent in your event 
registration form and a check in payment thereof please do so ASAP.  
You are not in the big party until that is done.  Send your entry form 
with accompanying payment to Mike Darminio TODAY.

Now that we are very close to being oversold and are approaching our estimated 
limits of the number of cars (drivers & co-entrant) for event participation 
PLEASE conclude your event business NOW!
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Where:                 Avicolli’s Restaurant, 7839 Oswego Road, (Route 57) 
Liverpool, NY

Directions: NYS Thruway to Exit 38.  Turn left after toll booth onto 
Oswego Road (Route 57) and head north for approximately 
3 miles.  Avicolli’s is on the left side of the road at the 
intersection with Wetzel Road.

Fee: $5.00 per car

Rally’s End:         We will gather at a restaurant for a bite to eat, lots of “rally 
talk” and an announcement of the rally awards.

By the time of this rally the 2007 driving season will be coming to a close.  Plan 
to join all your Porsche friends for one last driving event.

Joyce Gladle
President
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The Redline Market
The Redline Market is for noncommercial ads, available to all with an active 
PCA membership number. Ads are free for two consecutive issues if they are 
Porsche related. The decision as to the “Porscheability” of each ad is solely that 
of the editor, who’s a strict constructionist such things, his Honda ownership not 
withstanding. A $10 fee/issue is required to continue the ad beyond two issues. A 
$10 fee/issue will be charged for all non-Porsche related ads or for ads placed by 
non-PCA members. All continuing ads must be resubmitted on a monthly basis 
before the 10th of the month preceding the next issue. The maximum length is 50 
words and all sales ads must include an asking price(s). Send your ads to REDLINE 
REPORT, c/o Skip Testut, 873 Taughannock Blvd., Ithaca, NY 14850.

FOR SALE: 1998 Boxster, #WPOCA2987WU623339 Black metallic/Savanna 
beige, original owner, all records, 58K miles, std, sport pk/17” wheels, always 
garaged, bra, cover, windstop, new Michelins & battery. $17,500, exc cond, The 
Villages, FL (352) 259-0441, ralphedmonds@comcast.net  CNY-PCA member

FOR SALE: 1986 Carrera Sunroof Coupe – Guards Red w/Black. 73,000 miles. 
Mint condition from day one. Completely original, factory front and rear spoilers, 
Power windows. Mirrors & driver’s seat, Headlight washers. 16” Fuchs w/new 
Yokohamas, fitted cover & bra. $25,000 or trade even for 2000-2001 Boxster in 
like condition. E-mail pix available. Contact Jim Ball, 801 Seven Lakes-North, 
West End, NC 27376, 910-673-2893, NJBALL@AC.NET

FOR SALE: PCA Newbie, but don’t want people to know? Need new upholstery 
for your Honda? Eclectic mix of past Parade & Track-Date Shirts! Most never 
worn. I simply have WAY too many. Most are 2XL; Mix of short and long sleeve.  
Five shirts for $20, proceeds to be donated to my favorite charity: The Joe Holzer 
Black & Tan Fridge Collection. Check website http://www.holzerent.com for 
address or call 315-622-9241.

This spot would be a great place for 
your business or you to advertise! 
Over 400 Porschephiles are waiting...
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CENTRAL NEW YORK-PCA REGION OFFICIALS
Porsche Club of Americ

President
Joyce Gladle
Rushville, NY 14544
gladleja@aol.com

Past President
Brian Daley
Oswego, NY 13126
Bdaley@twcny.rr.com

Secretary
Vivian Shea
dutch71356@hughes.net

Treasurer
Missy Miller
Oswego, NY 13126
mamiller@pathfinderbank.com

Activities Director
Wayne Kunkel
Skaneateles, NY
lotusrpv@aol.com

Membership
Ed Hurd 
Newfield, NY 14867
edhurd@hughes.net

Webmeisters
Brian Scotti
BScotti@morse.bwauto.com

Lee Goodman 

lee@goodmanagency.com

Newsletter Editor
Skip Testut

Ithaca, NY 14850
testut@ithaca.edu

Safety Chair   
Ed Hurd
edhurd@hughes.net

Autocross Chair
Wayne Kunkle

lotusrpv@aol.com

Club Racng
Bill Dawson   
dba��2�2�2@aol.com

Club Historians
Chuck Gladle
Rushville, NY 14544
gladlec@aol.com

Marv Jennings
Dryden, NY  13053

Concours
Bill Noroski wjnoroski@yahoo.com
Steve Turco sturco1@twcny.rr.com
Chuck Gladle gladlec@aol.com
Les Lewis leslewis@stny.rr.com

TECH ADVISORS
���     
Bill Noroski wjnoroski@yahoo.com  
Chuck Gladle gladlec@aol.com
Gerry Goldberg  (315) 498-9403 (FAX)

�1�
Mike Darminio darm911@alltel.net
Thak Chaloemtiarana TC17@cornell.edu

Bill Kohnke wkohnke@epix.net

�11 (Early)
Mike Darminio darm911@alltel.net
Jeff Turco jturco@twcny.rr.com

�11 (Late)
Joe Holzer  im@holzerent.com

��0
Thak Chaloemtiarana
 TC17@cornell.edu
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���
John Hajny REDL944@stny.rr.com
Chris White
    whitechristopher@earthlink.net

�2�
Brian Daley (16 valve) 
    Bdaley@twcny.rr.com
Chuck Gladle (32 valve) 
    gladlec@aol.com

���
Ed Hurd edhurd@hughes.net  
Randy Martin RMartin5@stny.rr.com

Boxster
Bob Graham her3bay@twcny.rr.com
Bill Hayman whayman@twcny.rr.com

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
John Hajny, Chief
    REDL944@stny.rr.com
Bud Burdick budburdick@juno.com
Frank Campagna
    fcampagna@mandtbank.com
Thak Chaloemtiarana TC17@cornell.edu

Brian Daley Bdaley@twcny.rr.com
Bill Dawson bda4827252@aol.com
Chuck Gladle gladlec@aol.com
Joyce Gladle gladleja@aol.com

Joe Holzer im@holzerent.com
Ed Hurd edhurd@hughes.net
Lin Hurd linhurd@hughes.net
Bill Kohnke wkohnke@epix.net
Bill Noroski wjnoroski@yahoo.com
Rush Pond rpond@twcny.rr.com
Jeff Turco jturco@twcny.rr.com
Mitch VanNordstrand
    internaut2002@yahoo.com
Chris White
    whitechristopher@earthlink.net

TECH INSPECTORS
Mike Darminio, Chief
    darm911@alltel.net
Thak Chaloemtiarana  TC17@cornell.edu

John Hajny REDL944@stny.rr.com
Joe Holzer im@holzerent.com
Mitch VanNordstrand 
    internaut2002@yahoo.com

ADVERTISING DIRECTOR

Have you no shame?! This position 
is essiential to our very existence, 
still vacant and yet you’ve failed to 
call Joyce Gladle to announce your 
willingness to serve. Call her today!

The Redline Advertising Rates (payable in advance, fully):  
        Full Year/Single Issue 
Full-page:    $350 / $125 
Half-page:    $275 / $100 
Quarter-page:   $225 /  $80 
Business Card:   $115 /  NA

Payment in full must be received by the 10th of the month preceding publication 
with all ads in a reproducible format such as Adobe PDF, JPEG, or Adobe 
InDesign files and artwork photo-ready sized in equal blocks of 2” vertical by 
2-1/2” horizontal. Send your ads to Skip Testut, 873 Taughannock Blvd., Ithaca, 
NY 14850 and all of your money to the treasurer, Melissa  A. Miller, P.O. Box 
5162, Oswego, NY  13126, mamiller@pathfinderbank.com 315-343-8442
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